MLA Online Citation Examples-7th Edition

The following examples are based on the MLA (Modern Language Association) format.  
Note: If one or more of these citation elements are missing, use whatever information is present.

For citing Reference and Periodical Databases from the World Wide Web provide the following elements:

1. Author's name (last name, first name) Sturz, James.
2. Title of article (except laws) "Single, with Children."
   in quotation marks
3. Name of publication in italics Men's Health
4. Volume number issue number (year): Nov. 1996:
5. Page numbers 130.
6. Name of database in italics MasterFILE Premier.

Clinton, Bill. “The Definition of Hate Crimes Should Be Expanded.” Opposing Viewpoints:


E-book example


For citing information from **Web Sites** provide the following elements:

1. Author’s name (last name, first name)
2. Full title of the document, or article, or poem, etc. *in quotation marks*
3. Title of the entire Internet site in *italics* followed by editor’s name or version number.
4. Name of institution or organization that sponsors the site if not cited earlier or N.p.(no publisher)
5. Date of electronic publication or the latest update or n.d.(no date)
6. Medium-Web
7. Date of visit to site

### Document from an Internet Site using elements 2, 3, 6, 7


### Entire Internet Site using elements 3, 5, 6, 7


### Document from an Internet Site using elements 1-7